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SAP® Fieldglass® Contingent
Workforce Management
Benefits
SAP Fieldglass Contingent Workforce
Management enables you to:
• Create workforce capacity on demand:
60% of customers identify a candidate
in 3 days or less1
• Manage your way to the best results with
end-to-end visibility: 98% of external
workers meet hiring managers’
expectations1
• Take proactive control of compliance
with automated oversight: 99% of
customer invoices are accurate and
compliant1

BUILD A WORKFORCE READY TO RESPOND
Business resilience in today’s volatile environment depends on the ability to
navigate constant change. More than ever before, that means maintaining a flexible
workforce – one you can rapidly scale up and down with the right talent and skills to
overcome current challenges and create future opportunities. Contingent labor
includes temporary workers and freelancers who are sourced by your organization
or staffing partners. They play a vital role in helping you meet this goal, making it
crucial to optimize the value they deliver.
But effectively managing flexible labor can be difficult. It’s hard to quickly qualify
and vet incoming talent. Lack of visibility into who, what, where, why, and how funds
are spent on contingent labor makes it impossible to know if you’re getting good
value. Even more critically, not knowing who is accessing systems exposes your
organization to security breaches, compliance issues, and similar risks. Using
untracked workers also increases the chance of violating local regulations and labor
laws.
The SAP® Fieldglass® Contingent Workforce Management solution enables you to
meet market demands by quickly initiating projects and engaging talent; making
sure organizational guidelines are easy to follow with tailored workflows; and
reducing your risk by accurately managing labor rates, tenure, and on-/off-boarding.
By finding, engaging, managing, and paying contingent workers from one system,
you can deliver better decision making – based on powerful reporting and analytics.

From Our Customers

With SAP Fieldglass Contingent Workforce Management, you can:

“SAP Fieldglass solutions enable us to

Create workforce capacity on demand by equipping any user to quickly identify
candidates, offering competitive pay using real-time market data, and managing
interviews/hiring employees from anywhere using the mobile app.

gain insights into program use, spend,
hiring trends, length of service metrics,
and vendor performance. This level of
visibility is paving the way for expansion
opportunities.”2
Jennifer Dudeck
Senior Vice President, Chief People Officer
Red Hat

Manage your external workers for the best results by getting requisitions
approved in under a day, working with MSPs to get candidates within a week, and
ensuring those candidates meet the expectations of the hiring manager.
Take proactive control of compliance by automating labor rates and tenure in 190
countries, validating accuracy of invoices and their compliance to local laws and
regulations, and employing on/offboarding process that strengthen security.
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SAP Fieldglass Contingent Workforce Management delivers an end-to-end
collaborative digital workspace where you can initiate, engage, manage,
and complete flexible labor assignments quickly and efficiently.

About SAP® Fieldglass®
Solutions
SAP Fieldglass, a longstanding leader in
external workforce management and
services procurement, is used by
organizations around the world to find,
engage, and manage all types of flexible
resources. Our cloud-based, open platform
has been deployed in more than 190
countries and helps companies transform
how work gets done, increase operational
agility, and accelerate business outcomes
in the digital economy. Backed by the
resources of SAP, our customers benefit
from a roadmap driven by continuous
investment in innovation. To learn more,
visit www.fieldglass.com.

BRING IT ALL TOGETHER WITH SAP FIELDGLASS
Flex your workforce, maximize value, and reduce risk with end-to-end efficiency
throughout the workforce management cycle; fill roles and meet changing business
needs with agility and ease.

Quickly initiate and collaborate on talent requisitions

Eliminate repetitive work with customizable tools like job description templates,
qualifications, pay rates, and more. Allow internal stakeholders to communicate
directly to confirm requisition details for streamlined collaboration and approvals.
Utilize talent pools of pre-screened candidates to reduce time-to-hire. And use tiered
distribution to give premier suppliers and MSPs the opportunity to respond first.

Engage with candidates and streamline vendor interactions

Receive candidates swiftly by allowing MSPs and suppliers to submit candidates
directly into the system for consideration. Screen resumes with machine learning to
identify high-quality candidates faster, while using decision-making processes to
ensure all steps are complete. Allow hiring managers to use negotiated rates so you
can reduce maverick spend, optimize pay rates, and quickly finalize engagements.

Manage the work and payments with full end-to-end visibility

Seamlessly onboard and offboard workers to help ensure compliance around sensitive
data, materials, and access – with a clear chain of custody through mandated
background checks, security IDs, access restrictions, and other risk-reduction
measures. Easily monitor progress timesheets, expenses, milestones, deliverables, and
other key project metrics. Generate invoice details, approve invoices or time worked,
and view remittance details at any time. Functionality for 190 countries and 21
languages supports compliance with tax laws, invoice formats, pay and rate rules, and
local regulations worldwide.

Complete the process with prompt offboarding and evaluations

At offboarding, automate the termination of systems access, asset retrieval, and other
proprietary information to reduce security risks. Evaluate both worker and vendor
using performance tracking to give workers timely feedback, and guide future hiring.
Drive better HR and procurement decision making by evaluating time, cost,
compliance, quality, and quantity with comprehensive reports.

GET STARTED TODAY
To learn more about how SAP Fieldglass Contingent Workforce Management can
help you make the most of your flexible labor, visit our web page or contact your
customer engagement executive.
1: SAP Fieldglass internal reporting of usage
2: Red Hat Transforms its Mission-Critical Contingent Workforce Management Program with SAP Fieldglass Solutions
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